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Matthew 5:17-20 (CJB)

17 “Don’t think that I have come to abolish the Torah or the Prophets. I have

come not to abolish but to complete. 18 Yes indeed! I tell you that until heaven

and earth pass away, not so much as a yud or a stroke will pass from the Torah

—not until everything that must happen has happened. 19 So whoever disobeys

the least of these mitzvot and teaches others to do so will be called the least in

the Kingdom of Heaven. But whoever obeys them and so teaches will be called

great in the Kingdom of Heaven. 20 For I tell you that unless your righteousness

is far greater than that of the Torah-teachers and P’rushim, you will certainly not

enter the Kingdom of Heaven!”
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First, What is a Mitzvot?

The Jewish New Testament Commentary reminds us;

“One often hears someone Jewish saying, “It’s a mitzvah!” usually referring to a

charitable, beneficial act performed by another person. However, while its Yiddish

parallel “mitzveh” does have this connotation, the Hebrew word mitzvah does not

mean “a good deed” in that sense.

Mitzvah literally means “commandment.” In fact, Jewish tradition understands

exactly 613 mitzvot (plural of mitzvah) to be derived from the Hebrew Bible. It is

not simply a “good deed,” for example, to refrain from murdering or stealing. And

similarly, the mitzvot which deal with feeding the poor, acting kindly to the

stranger, or observing the Sabbath are much more significant in the Jewish

tradition than mere divine suggestions on how to be good.

Mitzvot are commandments traditionally understood to come from God and to be

intended for the Jewish people to observe. “

(Let me say this now, the always awesome Dr. Cheryl Durham of Master’s

International University of Divinity www. in advising me on a surprisingly

challenging doctoral project really sums this conundrum up in less than 200

words to this question, which as you read this eBook you know by now, is

very difficult for me to do:

“How does an appreciation for the Hebraic background of Jesus and the

Apostles affect your hermeneutics (your understanding and interpretation of

the Scriptures)?”
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My first run at this project: In the years before I met Dr. Arthur J. Moen I

nearly daily wondered to myself and out loud to anyone who would listen,

“Why was Yeshua brought to earth as a Jew, in a Hebraic Land with Hebrew

Worldview and Culture?”

I asked and asked but no one answered with any reasonableness. Now, literally

everything I hear, read, teach, preach and think now is filtered through my

growing understanding of Hebraic Worldview.

My 2nd 1st Draft – The Hebraic background of Yeshua and the Talmidim drives

my every understanding of the Scriptures through the filter of the THEN Hebraic

Worldview, Language and Culture. It has to be during the time of writing because

the Hebrew worldview changes over time. I cannot understand or teach without

first understanding Hebrew Culture and Language.

My 1st 2nd Draft – The chronological Hebraic background of Yeshua and the

Talmidim drives my every understanding of the Scriptures through the filter of the

THEN Hebraic Worldview, Language and Culture. It has to be during the time of

writing because the Hebrew worldview changes over time. I cannot understand or

teach without first understanding Hebrew Culture and Language.

Dr. Cheryl Durham’s far better contribution – Since the Hebraic worldview

evolves you might want to say that understanding the original context of the text

brings to light meaning that cannot be had any other way. Understanding Yeshua,

in his time, and what the original audience understood should broaden the

meaning to me. Since the separation of 2,000 years truncates culture and

language, I have to know what it meant to be in the first audience. In that way, I

can extract meaning that more accurately applies to my life as a believer. Hebrew

culture and language are not the same throughout time.

Another Dr. Durham contribution because I am dense:
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An appreciation for the Hebrew background of Jesus and the Apostles will affect

my hermeneutic by not allowing me to anachronistically apply meaning to the

text. This is especially true of the traditional Christian hermeneutic of

supercessionism. For example: In knowing that the Greek word Ioudaios at the

time of the writing of the Gospel of John meant Judean (a specific sect and

ideology that prevailed at the time of Yeshua) I can no longer apply the later

translation that claims that Ioudaiois means “the Jewish people”. Why? Because

at that time, there was no such term as “the Jews” that meant the whole of the

Jewish people, nor was there such a thing as the Church. I must therefore

reconcile the fact that this Gospel was not written as a polemic between the

Church the Jewish people but rather contains intramural debate between the

groups that existed at that time. I must understand the contextual meaning of

Ioudaioi and not anachronistically apply terms that were not relevant to the time,

such as Church, and the Jews. John cannot be talking about either. He can only

be referring to intramural arguments between the diverse Jewish sects that did

exist.”)

Mitzvot

Those of us who live in the Western world are often uncomfortable with the

idea of being “commanded” to do anything because it seems to deprive us of

the right to choose how we behave.

We LIVE in the Western World and we LIVE and THINK in a Western

World way, EVEN when we read and attempt to apply the Word of God to

man, the Scriptures.

Hebrew culture, thinking and language is totally different than

Western thinking, language, culture and living…
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Now, add to this powerful realization the fact that Hebrew culture and

worldview THEN in the Biblical times we speak of in Scripture was, in many

respects, VASTLY different than Hebrew thinking today. The

unchanging fact is t h a t no one likes to be “Commanded” to do

anything. Myself included.

As soon as someone “Commands” us to do something, anything, the skinny

jeans wearers start freaking out about micro and macro aggressions and the

mad search for their ‘unbigoted’ safe spaces will be underway! The church

isn’t immune because in this post-modern evangelical age we are equally

uncomfortable with absolutes…

Why? Because totally speaking for myself here, an absolute dictates

that I can be right in my behavior or actions, or I can be absolutely

wrong.

So the obvious question is this; Is Torah dead because Yeshua

came? Did He Abolish Torah?

I know, I know, you might say,  “But I am a ‘Christian’ and I now live in the

age of grace, not the age of the law!  Jeeeeeesus said!”  

But ask yourself, ‘Why do I think and believe this way?’

The teaching each of us receives over the years colors our beliefs and how

our beliefs develop. Maybe the teacher that taught us wasn’t trying to

mislead us, they were only teaching us what they were taught and lived and

worshipped thinking was true.
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Here is the thing, the really big thing; and Dr. Skip Moen, one of my

professors at Master’s, and author of www.SkipMoen.com puts it this way in

one of his many benchmark-setting writings on the topic:

“…The problem is intensely personal. If sin really is not following Torah, as John

suggests, then there are a lot of “believers” who are living lives of lawlessness

even if they are meeting the ethical expectations of their culture. The only way

we can support the current Christian view of ethical behavior is to dismiss the

Hebraic context of John’s letter, to pretend that John “converted” to Christianity

and broke with the Jewish way of life tied to Torah. We have to rewrite the

history of the first century in order to conclude that John did not mean what is

found throughout the LXX, the disciples and Paul. But if John thinks like a Jew,

writes like a Jew, believes like a Jew and follows a Jewish Messiah, how can we

justify treating this text as if John thought like Christians after Marcion? Who has

the correct definition of the term anomos, John or us?…”

There is no use pretending that what we call acceptable is good enough for God.

It doesn’t matter what the preacher says or the theologian or the Church. What

matters, and the only thing that matters, is the text. What does God say? “What

does God demand of me?” That’s the only question, and you better not get the

wrong answer.”

However, we cannot fail to acknowledge the anti-Semitism that exists today

as it did during the translation from Hebrew to Greek to Latin to German to

English or some facsimile thereof.

Antinomianism is anti-Torah, which is also anti-Jew.  I guess you could say

here, not CAN we fail in this way, we HAVE failed.
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Is there Antinomianism in the New Testament? Maybe the better

question is, Is there antinomianism today?!
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www.Theopedia.com notes that Sha’ul or as most Christians know him, Paul, in

his letters, mentions several times that we are saved by the unearned grace of

God, not by our own good works, “lest anyone should boast.” He used the term

freedom in Christ, for example Galatians 2:4, and it is clear that some understood

this to mean lawlessness, for example Acts 21:21 records James explaining his

situation to Paul:

“…they have been told about you that you teach all the Jews who are among the

Gentiles to forsake Moses, telling them not to circumcise their children or walk

according to our customs.”

The early history of Christianity records conflict between “Pauline Christianity” and

the Jerusalem Church led by James the Just, Simon Peter, and John, the so-called

“Jewish Christians.”

In Galatians 2:14, part of the “Incident at Antioch,” Sha’ul or Paul publicly

accused Peter or Kefa of Judaizing, perhaps legalism. He goes on to say that sins

remain sins, and condemns by several examples the kind of behavior that the

church should not tolerate.

This confusion is most likely the cause of the statement in 2 Peter 3.16 that some

of Sha’ul or Paul’s Letters are hard to understand, “which the ignorant and

unstable twist to their own destruction, as they do the other Scriptures”

2 Peter 3:16 (CJB) 16 Indeed, he speaks about these things in all his letters.

They contain some things that are hard to understand, things which the

uninstructed and unstable distort, to their own destruction, as they do the other

Scriptures.
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My friends here in this room and those hearing this message LIVE around this

planet via The Collision of Faith and Politics Radio Show,

www.theninjapastor.com or reading this eBook, I have to ask you as I had to

ask myself;

What is what He told them to do and live?

Torah.

The very same Torah that Yeshua Himself lived perfectly, every day, for all

of His life.

Many taught and still do teach that Yeshua’s coming and ‘fulfilling’ of the Law

abolished Torah.

I understand why they make this mistake because unless and until we

understand the Hebrew language, culture, and worldview, AT the time of

writing, then we are simply playing the game of telephone with only two

Solo cups and an old tattered string woefully failing to connect the centuries.

It is also terribly important to completely accurately translate even the

most seemingly insignificant words, idioms and phrases.  If not translated

100% correctly and accurately, the dominoes won’t fall as they are

intended to fall and the string between the cracked red solo cups is just an

old useless frayed string between two plastic cups with holes in them.
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I can certainly understand why this type of talk would freak you

out. To accept this thought would seem to undo an awful lot of what you

grew up believing. It would seem that this type of thinking is “Dangerous!”

What you have to remember is that by accepting this manner of thinking in

cultural context doesn’t seek to demean your Biblical knowledge and practice,

or to undermine any of your previous pastors or Bible teachers.

Relax, take a deep breath and realize you cannot eat an elephant in one

bite and you cannot turn the Titanic around in a teacup!  It will take

some time and some effort on your part to come to the understanding that

more closely represents what God intended for His people.

To be Anti-Torah is to be Anti-Messiah and Anti-Jew.

Torah is by no means a relic of a long irrelevant time.  In fact, as many

falsely believe, the “Age of Grace superseded the age of the law.”   This

errant belief is based upon mistranslation at times totally by mistake or

intentionally because of anti-Semitism of the translators.

Don’t think that could happen?  It absolutely has happened throughout

the ages, and some of the anti-Semitism came from the most unlikely of

places!

I teach all over the United States this one powerful premise:

“Little things don’t mean a lot.  No, little things mean EVERYTHING!”
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Little things like one simple word mistranslated or mis-defined, or in some

way anachronistically applied can completely change the meaning of a

passage of Scripture.  You know, over the course of generations of

misunderstanding a passage of Scripture then the ‘common knowledge’ of

the Scripture and it’s meaning is totally lost.

One such instance is in this passage.  The word used is the Greek

word, telos.  In this case telos is translated as fulfill or end in the sense of

termination.  The logical thought based on this mistranslation is that by

Yeshua coming, the Law is terminated, over, no longer relevant, applicable

for its time only.

One of my excellent Master’s professors, Dr. Skip Moen wrote the following in

one his posts in Today’s Word on http://skipmoen.com/2008/02/basic-

arithmetic/

He titled this post “Basic Arithmetic”
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24 You shall not add to the word which I am commanding you, nor take away

from it, that you may keep the commandments of the LORD your God which I

command you. Deuteronomy 4:2

Add / Take Away – Do you think that God is serious when He says we are not to

add or subtract anything from His commandments?

The Hebrew verb for “add” is yasaf. It is used to describe increasing, repeating,

continuing and enhancing actions. So, Israel’s sins are piled one on another and

her guilt is increased. The Lord added sons to Jacob and Rachel. Solomon

increased the tax burden on the people. It’s pretty easy to understand the

meaning of yasaf. Since that’s the case, I wonder why we don’t seem to pay any

attention to it.

Do we add to God’s commandments?

Well, we might start by asking if we increase or enhance the requirements.

For example, a society that expects and awards massive punitive damages

certainly adds to God’s civil justice.

We do the same thing in the church, adding tradition to church governance and

requirements. That pushes us in the direction of legalism. Just think about all the

behavioral rules that govern your life. How many of them are really grounded in

Scripture? How many of them are extensions or additions?
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Ok, time for a little quiz here…  Of what faith and culture did Yeshua self-

identify?  (Insert Contemplative Jeopardy Jingle here.)

I’ll help you free of charge at no cost or obligation to you….

Yeshua was, is and always will be.…  a Jew.

Yeshua though born of a Jewish virgin was born a Jew…

Yeshua lived as a Jew in Hebrew culture and He lived Torah.

Yeshua, as a Jew perfectly embodied and fulfilled Torah during His life.

Even in death, the fully Jewish Yeshua lived Torah and by living Torah as the

Perfect Jew, fulfilled Torah.

SHORT LINK for the LIVE Recording of this message available to

listen to LIVE at 5:30pm EDT on 9/18/16:

http://tobtr.com/s/9441071
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Matthew 5:17-21 (Contributions from the Jewish New Testament Commentary)

17 Don’t think that I have come to abolish the Torah or the Prophets. I have

come not to abolish but to complete, to make their meaning full.

The Hebrew word “Torah,” literally “teaching, doctrine,” is rendered in both the

Septuagint and the New Testament by the Greek word “nomos,” which means

“law.”

Greek has had a more direct and pervasive influence on English and other modern

languages than Hebrew has, and this is why in most languages one speaks of the

“Law” of Moses rather than the “Teaching” of Moses.

It is also part of the reason why the Torah has mistakenly come to be thought of

by Christians as legalistic in character (see Ro 3:20b N, Ga 3:23b N).

Romans 3:20 (CJB) 20 For in his sight no one alive will be considered righteous

on the ground of legalistic observance of Torah commands, because what Torah

really does is show people how sinful they are.

Galatians 3:23 (CJB) 23 Now before the time for this trusting faithfulness came,

we were imprisoned in subjection to the system which results from perverting the

Torah into legalism, kept under guard until this yet-to-come trusting faithfulness

would be revealed.

In Judaism the word “Torah” may mean:
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In order to truly understand what we are promised and what it really means

to be a Follower of the Way all the way to Glory, we must first and always

strive to understand the Scriptures from a perspective of Torah and Tanakh,

we must seek the Truth in full understanding of what is expected of us… That

is a lot more difficult than simply reimagining the full contextual meaning of

Scripture, not only as it applies to us, but as it applies to anything under the

sun. We cannot, by commandment, abolish or redefine the things we do not

understand or that we do not want to live by, including Torah. Is it easy?

No, not at all easy, which is why we all live in community seeking to help one

another in the journey. Sometimes living in community, helping EACH other is

also much more challenging than we realize.
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